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The medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC)/ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) has been

proposed to signal the expected value of rewards when learning stimuli-rewards associ-

ations. Yet, it is still unclear whether identical or distinct orbitofrontal cortex regions

encode expected rewards and punishments at the time of the cue during appetitive and

aversive classical conditioning. Moreover, it is unknown whether anticipation of different

types of positive and negative reinforcers differentially influence specific orbitofrontal

cortex regions. To answer these questions, this study investigated whether the human

mOFC/vmPFC region encodes a general unsigned anticipatory value signal for different

types of rewards and punishments (responding in a positive fashion in anticipation of both

appetitive and aversive events) or a signed expected value signal (responding positively in

anticipation of rewards and negatively in anticipation of punishments) when learning cue-

outcomes associations. Using amodel-based fMRI approach implementing a reinforcement

learning model to compute the expected values of two types of rewards (pleasant juice,

monetary gain) and two types of punishments (aversive juice, aversive picture), we found

that mOFC/vmPFC activity correlated positively with the expected value of the cues, in

anticipation of both rewards and punishments. This finding indicates that the mOFC/

vmPFC encodes a general unsigned anticipatory value signal, regardless of reinforcers

valence (positive/negative) and types (gustatory, visual).

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The orbitofrontal cortex has been proposed to signal outcome

expectancies, i.e., to signal the expected characteristics and
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value of specific outcomes that the animal expects

(Rushworth & Behrens, 2008; Schoenbaum, Roesch, Stalnaker,

& Takahashi, 2009; Schoenbaum, Saddoris, & Stalnaker, 2007).

Direct evidence supporting this hypothesis comes from ro-

dents' OFC neuronal recordings directly demonstrating
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expectancy signals for appetitive and aversive outcomes

(Schoenbaum et al., 2009). In humans, only a few fMRI studies

specifically compared expected values during anticipation of

both appetitive and aversive Pavlovian conditioning in the

same experimental design. For example, expectation of a

pleasant taste and of a moderately unpleasant salt taste pro-

duced activation in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, as

compared to anticipation of a neutral cue (O'Doherty,

Deichmann, Critchley, & Dolan, 2002). In another study, a

partial overlapping value related activity was observed within

the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) during anticipa-

tion of juice andmoney reward outcomeswhile this region did

not show increased activity during anticipation of aversive

juice or of monetary losses (Kim, Shimojo, & O'Doherty, 2010).

In the current study, we focus on the Pavlovian system,

which assigns values to behavior, such as approaching cues

that predict reward delivery or avoiding cues that predict a

punishment. During a Pavlovian conditioning procedure in

which a cue predicts a reinforcer, the brain encodes three

signals: the anticipatory value of the outcome that it expects

to receive (“expected value”), the value of the actual outcome

at the time of its reception (“outcome value”) and a prediction

error that measures the deviation between actual and antici-

pated values (Metereau & Dreher, 2013; Prevost, Pessiglione,

Metereau, Clery-Melin, & Dreher, 2010; Rangel, Camerer, &

Montague, 2008; Rangel & Clithero, 2012; Sescousse, Redoute,

& Dreher, 2010). fMRI studies investigating Pavlovian condi-

tioning using reinforcement learning models explored which

brain system codes the prediction error when learning asso-

ciations between conditioned stimuli and different types of

rewards (Berns, McClure, Pagnoni, & Montague, 2001;

Gottfried, O'Doherty, & Dolan, 2003; McClure, Berns, &

Montague, 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2004) or punishments

(Büchel, Dolan, Armony, & Friston, 1999; Delgado, Li, Schiller,

& Phelps, 2008; Gottfried, Deichmann,Winston,&Dolan, 2002;

Knight, Waters, King, & Bandettini, 2010; Knutson, Westdorp,

Kaiser, & Hommer, 2000; LaBar, Gatenby, Gore, LeDoux, &

Phelps, 1998; Nieuwenhuis, Slagter, Geusau, Heslenfeld, &

Holroyd, 2005; Sarinopoulos et al., 2010; Seymour et al.,

2004). However, the vast majority of these fMRI studies did

not investigate the neural representation of the expected

value for both positive and negative outcomes, and did not

vary the type of reinforcer in different domains.

Although the engagement of the medial orbitofrontal cor-

tex (mOFC)/ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) in ex-

pected value representation is quite well-established for

appetitive stimuli (see Boorman & Noonan, 2011 for review), it

is still unknown whether this brain region also represents the

expected value of aversive stimuli in humans. Moreover, it is

unclear whether the mOFC/vmPFC encodes the expected

value of different types of outcomes (e.g., juice vs money) in

the anticipatory period between cue and outcome during

Pavlovian learning. The current study was precisely designed

to address how the brain encodes expected values at the time

of the cue, both in the appetitive and aversive domains.

One fundamental question is to know whether the same

mOFC/vmPFC region encodes the prediction of appetitive

outcomes with increased activity and the prediction of aver-

sive outcomes with decreased activity (signed expected

values), or if it encodes the prediction of both appetitive and
aversive stimuli with increased activity (general unsigned

expected values). There are reasons to consider both

possibilities.

On one hand, in the domain of value-based decision

making, where the values assigned to the different stimuli at

the time of decision are referred to as “goal values”, several

fMRI studies have reported mOFC/vmPFC activity that corre-

lates positively with appetitive goal values and that correlates

negatively with aversive goal values during free-bid trials for

the right to avoid eating disliked foods (Plassmann, O'Doherty,

& Rangel, 2007, 2010). Similarly, during a loss aversion para-

digm requiring to accept or reject gambles that offered a 50%

chance of gaining or losing money, the vmPFC showed

increasing activity as potential gains increased and decreasing

activity with potential losses (Tom, Fox, Trepel, & Poldrack,

2007).

On the other hand, animal electrophysiological findings

showed that neurons from the OFC (both lateral and medial

parts) respond to cues that predict the reinforcer in aversive or

rewarding situations, supporting the hypothesis of a common

representation of expected values regardless of valence

(Hosokawa, Kato, Inoue,&Mikami, 2007; Morrison& Salzman,

2009; Schoenbaum et al., 2009; Schoenbaum, Takahashi, Liu,&

McDannald, 2011). These latter studies, together with neuro-

imaging findings, indicate that themOFC/vmPFC constitutes a

good candidate area for mediating a common utility function

during anticipation of positive and negative reinforcers.

Most of the fMRI studies investigating appetitive and

aversive outcomes only concern outcome or goal values sig-

nals and have not systematically investigated the neural

representation of expected values for different types of re-

wards and punishments during Pavlovian conditioning. Here,

we used a task design simultaneously manipulating positive

and negative outcomes to directly investigate whether the

mOFC/vmPFC encodes a general value signal (responding

positively both for anticipated rewards and punishments,

regardless of their types) or whether it encodes a signed ex-

pected values (responding positively for rewards and nega-

tively for punishments).

If the mOFC/vmPFC encodes a general ‘unsigned’ ex-

pected value, we would predict increased activity for cues

predicting both rewards and punishments. Alternatively, if

the mOFC/vmPFC encodes a signed expected value, we

would predict opposite activity for cues predicting rewards

and punishments, i.e., decreased activity during anticipa-

tion of punishment and increased activity during reward

anticipation.

Our paradigm also allowed us to test whether activation of

this brain region depends upon reinforcer type (e.g., juice vs

money). This is a crucial question given the important dif-

ferences between the reinforcers used across species in the

study of reinforcement learning: human participants typically

experience secondary reinforcers, such as monetary gains,

while animals typically receive primary reinforcers, such as

food reward. We cannot generalize across species until the

influence this has on learning is resolved. Furthermore,

although recent studies suggest a posterior versus anterior

topographical organization of experienced value signals in the

lateral OFC for different reinforcer types at outcome

(Sescousse et al., 2010; Sescousse, Caldú, Segura, & Dreher,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.012
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Fig. 1 e Experimental design. Subjects learned to associate various cues with 4 different types of reinforcers (2 appetitive

and 2 aversive) in a classical reinforcement learning paradigm. Two types of cues were followed by positive reinforcers

(apple juice, money) on 50% of occasions or by a scrambled picture (unreinforced), two other types of cues were followed by

negative reinforcers (salty water, aversive picture) on 50% of occasions or by a scrambled picture (unreinforced), while some

cues were always followed by a scrambled picture (neutral condition). After the cue presentation, subjects pressed a

response button (<1 sec), followed by a 6 sec delay period (fixation cross) and by the positive/negative reinforcer or by a

scrambled picture (Unreinf.: Unreinforced, Reinf.: Reinforced). We only investigated expected value signals during the

anticipation period.
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2013), it is still unclear whether similar dissociation can be

observed during reinforcers anticipation (Kim et al., 2010).
2. Methods

Note that the behavioral data collected for this experiment

and the fMRI prediction error results have been published

previously (Metereau & Dreher, 2013). However, all the fMRI

analyses and results presented in this paper, which exclu-

sively concern the anticipatory phase and the signed and

unsigned value signals are new.

2.1. Subjects

Twenty healthy volunteers (10 females) with no history of

neurological or psychiatric illness participated in the experi-

ment (mean age: 24.4; range: 18e33). All subjects were right-

handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory

(Oldfield, 1971). The study was approved by the local ethics

committee (Lyon) and all subjects gave informed consent.

2.2. Materials and procedure

The task design simultaneously manipulated 2 appetitive

and 2 aversive reinforcers of different types, allowing us to

directly investigate whether overlapping mPFC/mOFC re-

gions encode expected values according to the reinforcer

valence and type. The four reinforcers that we used were

apple juice, salty water (.2 M of NaCl), monetary incentive

and aversive picture (Fig. 1). Monetary loss was not included

as reinforcer because it may not act as a primary punish-

ment, as aversive juice or aversive pictures and because

monetary gains and losses are known to weigh differently

(Tom et al., 2007). A Pavlovian conditioning procedure was

used with each trial divided into two phases: anticipation

and reception. The anticipation phase began with an affec-

tively neutral visual cue (geometric form) displayed until a
response button was made (in less than 1 sec). This cue was

followed by a delay period of 6 sec displaying a fixation cross.

Then, in the reception phase, either the corresponding

reinforcer or a scrambled picture was presented for 1.5 sec,

with a probability of .5. Each reinforced trial was followed by

real consequences: (i) in the apple juice condition, the sub-

jects were delivered .05 ml of apple juice in the mouth while

they were presented with a picture representing a glass of

apple juice; (ii) in the salty water condition, the subjects were

delivered .05 ml of salty water while they were presented

with a picture representing a brown glass of water; (iii) in the

aversive picture condition, an aversive picture was pre-

sented; (iv) in the monetary reward condition, subjects were

presented with a 20 Euros bill picture andwere informed that

they would earn a percentage of each of these bills at the end

of the experiment. A blank screen was finally used as an

inter-trial interval of duration (2.5 sece5.5 sec). In a fifth

condition (neutral condition), a cue announced the neutral

scrambled picture with certainty. To maintain the subjects'
attention, they were asked to press a response button as soon

as they saw the cue. Subjects were explicitly informed that

the delivery of the reinforcer was independent of their re-

sponses and knew that the cue would disappear after 1 sec,

even if they did not make a key press. The subjects were pre-

trained in the same type of task one week before the scan-

ning session, with various probabilities ranging from 0 to 1.

The cues used for the pre-training session were different

from the cues use in the scanning session. On the scanning

day, there was no pre-training with the cues used in the

scanner to ensure learning during the scanning session.
2.3. Stimuli and reinforcers

All the visual stimuli were back-projected on a screen located

at the head of the scanner bed and presented to the subjects

through an adjustable mirror located above their head. The

presentation of the stimuli, as well as the juice delivery were

controlled by Presentation© software (Neurobehavioral

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.012
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Systems), which also recorded trigger pulses from the scanner

signaling the beginning of each volume acquisition.

The aversive picture was chosen from the International

Affective Picture System (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2005) and

showed a highly repelling mutilated face (picture n�3060:
valence ¼ 1.79 ± 1.56; arousal ¼ 7.12 ± 2.09).

Subjects were not told the percentage of the 20 Euro bill

that they earned on each reinforced trial of the monetary

condition to avoid counting during the experiment. By the end

of the experiment, each subject had seen 24 bills and earned

20V, in addition to the 50V earned for being scanned. Thus,

subjects were paid a fixed amount of 70V for their

participation.

The two liquids reinforcers were contained in two 60 ml

syringes, connected to an IVAC P7000 electronic pump posi-

tioned in the scanner control room and were delivered in the

subjects' mouth via two separate 6 m long and 1 mm wide

polyethylene tubes. This small amount of liquid (2.4 ml over

the whole experience) was chosen to minimize any satiety

effect that could occur during the experiment. Moreover,

subjects were drink-deprived for 12 h prior to scanning to

ensure that they remained thirsty during the experiment. In

order to reduce head movement related to swallowing, sub-

jects were instructed to swallow only during the inter-trial

interval, after the reinforcer offset and before the new trial

onset.

All unreinforced trials were represented by the presenta-

tion of a unique scrambled neutral picture. It should be noted

that our four reinforcers did not differ by only one factor.

Indeed, the apple juice reinforcer is appetitive, gustatory, vi-

sual and immediate; the monetary incentive is appetitive,

visual and delayed; the salty water reinforcer is aversive

gustatory, visual and immediate and the aversive picture

reinforcer is aversive, visual and immediate. However, this is

not a major problem because we did not perform one to one

comparison between the expected outcomes related to each

reinforcer.

2.4. Experimental design

The experiment consisted of 3 scanning runs of 15 min. In

each run, the five conditions were presented one time each, in

blocks of 16 successive trials. The order of the condition was

balanced across runs according to a Latin square design (for

example: run I: 12345, run II: 43521, run III: 51432, where 1, 2, 3,

4, 5 corresponds to each condition) and different from one

subject to another. In each run, a new cue was used for each

condition and subjects had to learn the probabilistic associa-

tion between this cue and the corresponding reinforcer. Thus,

all the cues-outcome mappings were novel in each run and

the probabilistic outcome association was always .5 (except

for the control condition). The trials from the different con-

ditions were not mixed between each others to avoid relative

comparison between the values of the different reinforcers.

Indeed, a large body of literature reports context-dependent

activity in different components of the reward system

(Tremblay & Schultz, 1999; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005). This

design allowed us to investigate the neural representation of

expected outcome signals for different appetitive and aversive

reinforcers.
2.5. Behavioral measures

First, to assess the level of thirst of the subjects, we asked

them to rate their thirst on a scale ranging from 1 (not thirsty

at all) to 5 (extremely thirsty), both before and after scanning.

Second, in order to investigate whether the subjects have a

real preference for cues explicitly associated with positive

reinforcers relative to cues associated with negative re-

inforcers, we asked them to perform a two-alternative forced-

choice preference task before the scanning session. In this

task, on each trial (72 trials total), two out of four possible cues

explicitly indicating both the type of reinforcer and the chance

to be reinforced (p ¼ .5), were presented side-by-side. Subjects

had to choose which one they preferred by a left or right key

press. There were 6 different pairs of cues, repeated 12 times

each, and the cues were randomly assigned to the left or right

side of the screen. All the cues used for this taskwere different

from the cues presented during the scanning session. After

the decision, the chosen reinforcer was effectively delivered

with a probability of p ¼ .5 (that is, the cue predicting apple

juice or salty water were followed in 50% of the trials by the

simultaneous presentation of the corresponding glass and by

the delivery of .05 ml of liquid in subjects' mouth). For each

reinforcer, we computed a preference score (percent chosen if

available) as the number of times one cue was chosen divided

by the number of times this cue was presented. Moreover,

after the scanning session, we checked that the valence of our

reinforcers was well perceived by the subjects by asking them

to provide pleasantness ratings for each reinforcer on a scale

ranging from �2 (very unpleasant) to 2 (very pleasant).

Finally, to assess whether the probabilities of the cue-

reinforcer association were explicitly learnt, during scanning

subjects were asked to evaluate the probability of the cue-

reinforcer association of each block just after its last trial, by

positioning a cursor on a continuous scale from 0 to 1. Percent

accuracy were used to assess whether subjects paid attention

to the cues. Moreover, subjects' response times (RTs) were

compared across conditions with a one-way repeated-mea-

sures ANOVA.

The a priori significance level was defined at p < .05 for all

the behavioral tests.

2.6. fMRI data acquisition and pre-processes

fMRI data were acquired on a 1.5 Tesla Siemens MRI scanner.

Blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) signal was

measured with gradient echo T2* weighted echo-planar im-

ages (EPI). Twenty-six interleaved slices parallel to the AC-PC

line were acquired per volume (matrix 64 � 64, voxel

size ¼ 3.4 � 3.4 � 4 mm). In total 410 volumes were acquired

continuously every 2.5 sec for each of the three runs. The first

4 volumes of each runwere discarded to allow the BOLD signal

to reach a steady state. A T1-weighted structural image

(1� 1� 1mm)was also acquired for each subject at the end of

the experiment.

Data were preprocessed using the SPM5 software package.

First, outlier scans (>1.5% variation in global intensity or

>.5 mm/TR scan-to-scan motion) were detected using the

ArtRepair SPM toolbox http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/

human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html. Since less

http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html
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than 5% of outlier scans were detected per subject, no repair

was performed. Then, images were corrected for slice timing

and spatially realigned to the first image from the first run.

They were normalized to SPM5's EPI template in Montreal

Neurological Institute space with a resampled voxel size of

3 � 3 � 3 mm and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel

with full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of 8 mm. The T1-

weighted structural scan of each subject was normalized to

a standard T1 template in Montreal Neurological Institute

space with a resampled voxel size of 1 � 1 � 1 mm.
Fig. 2 e Expected value and Response Times. (A) Example

of trial by trial evolution of the expected value V(t), as

calculated by the RescorlaeWagner rule with the outcome

value R(t) set to 1 when a reinforcer (either a reward or a

punishment) is delivered and to 0 otherwise, during 16

consecutive trials for one of the cue. Reinforced trials are

represented by a white background while unreinforced

trials are displayed on a gray background. (B) Response

times (RTs) averaged across subjects, for the detection of

the cue in the apple juice condition (yellow), the monetary

reward condition (blue), the salty water condition (green),

the aversive picture condition (red) and the control

condition (gray). Error bar indicate SEM. A one-way

repeated-measures ANOVA on these RTs failed to revealed

any significant difference at p < .05.
2.7. Computational model

Here, we used a reinforcement learning framework that has

been used extensively to describe animal learning in reward-

driven tasks and the generation of phasic dopaminergic firing

patterns. In this framework, learning occurs through updating

expectations in proportion to prediction error (i.e., discrep-

ancy between expected outcome and actual outcome), so that

across trials, the expected outcome value converges to the

actual outcome value.

We computed the expected values and the prediction er-

rors for each type of cue separately and for each subject ac-

cording to the sequence of stimuli they received, providing a

regressor for the fMRI data. The use of a probabilistic rein-

forcement strategy, in which the cues are only 50% predictive

of their outcomes, ensures constant learning and updating of

the expected values and generates both positive and negative

prediction error throughout the course of the experiment.

Expected values and prediction error values were calcu-

lated trial-by-trial by using a RescorlaeWagner rule (Rescorla

& Wagner, 1972). For each trial t a prediction error d(t) was

computed as the difference between the actual outcome value

R(t) and its expected value V(t) on that trial (Eq. (1)):

dðtÞ ¼ RðtÞ � VðtÞ (1)

Then, the expected value of the next trial V(t þ 1) was

updated by adding the prediction error d(t) weighted by a

learning rate a (Eq. (2)):

Vðtþ 1Þ ¼ VðtÞ þ adðtÞ (2)

The outcome value R(t) was set to 1 when a reinforcer

(either a reward or a punishment) was delivered and to 0when

a scrambled picture was displayed. V(t) was initialized to 0.

The learning rate awas derived from subjects' response times

(RTs) to the cue. RTs have been shown to be good indicators of

conditioning (Critchley, Mathias, & Dolan, 2002; Gottfried

et al., 2003) and to be correlated with the prediction V(t) esti-

mated by a reinforcement learning model (Seymour et al.,

2004). Several fMRI studies have used RTs to estimate the

learning rate of reinforcement learningmodels during tasks in

which the buttons presses were irrelevant to receive the

reward (Bray & O'Doherty, 2007; Seymour et al., 2005). First,

RTs were normalized to allow analysis across subjects. Then,

the first trial of each cues-outcome association was discarded

because the RT of this trial was strongly slower due to the

novelty effect. We derived the prediction V(t) for each subject

based on their individual conditioning histories for a range of

learning rates (ranging from .1 to .5). Then, trial-by-trial RTs
across subjects were fitted to a regressionmodel that included

the prediction V(t). The best fit yielded a learning rate of .1,

which is close to the value used in other studies (Bray &

O'Doherty, 2007; Jensen et al., 2007; O'Doherty, Buchanan,

Seymour, & Dolan, 2006). Fig. 2A shows an example of the

successive values taken by V(t), as calculated by this model,

during 16 consecutive trials for one of the 4 reinforcers

(converging towards .5). The values learnt were positive for

the appetitive cues and negative for the aversive cues.
2.8. fMRI data analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the general linear

model (GLM). For each of the five conditions (apple juice,

monetary reward, salty water, aversive picture and neutral)

two phases (anticipation and reception) were modeled,

resulting in the creation of 10 regressors. The anticipation

phasewasmodeled as an epoch, time-locked to the onset time

of the cue, with a duration equal to RT þ anticipatory period

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.012
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Table 1 e MNI coordinates and statistic t for regions in which the cerebral activity is modulated by the unsigned expected
values (EV).

Regions Laterality Nb. of voxels x y z t

a. (C1þ) Localization of activities positively modulated by apple juice EV (p < .001 unc., k � 25)

Medial orbital gyrusa L 37 �3 30 �18 5.75

Rolandic operculum R 384 48 �9 18 5.68

Insula L 54 �36 �9 12 4.77

Inferior parietal lobule L 38 �60 �21 45 3.92

b. (C2þ) Localization of activities positively modulated by monetary EV (p < .001 unc., k � 25)

Medial orbital gyrusa R 41 15 33 �12 4.09

c. (C3þ) Localization of activities positively modulated by salty water EV (p < .001 unc., k � 25)

Rolandic operculum R 1216 60 �3 12 8.14

L 793 �48 �12 15 6.45

Medial orbital gyrusa L 69 �3 36 �12 4.56

d. (C4þ) Localization of activities positively modulated by aversive picture EV (p < .001 unc., k � 25)

Cuneus R 225 21 �90 39 6.41

Precentral gyrus R 122 42 �18 69 5.11

SMA R 107 12 �21 57 5.01

Medial orbital gyrusa R 25 3 42 �18 4.12

Rolandic operculum R 56 45 �18 27 4.04

R 36 33 12 57 4.66

R 28 45 51 �3 4.03

e. Global unsigned EV: conjunction of C1þ & C2þ & C3þ & C4þ (p < .005 unc., k � 5)

Medial orbital gyrusa L 9 �3 36 �18 3.26

a Survives small volume correction (SVC) at FWE p < .05 within an 10-mm sphere centered on MNI coordinates from previous work: [x ¼ �2,

y ¼ 28, z ¼ �18].
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(¼6 sec). The reception phase was modeled as a box-car of

1.5 sec duration. For each reinforced condition (i.e., all con-

ditions except the neutral condition), expected values V(t) and

prediction error d(t), generated by the RescorlaeWagner

model, were used as parametric modulators of the anticipa-

tion and reception regressors, respectively. All of these 18

regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic

response function. In addition, the six on-going motion pa-

rameters estimated during realignment were included as re-

gressors of no interest. A high-pass filter with a cut-off of

128 sec was applied to the time series to remove low-

frequency noise and baseline drifts and an AR(1) model plus

white noise was used to correct for temporal autocorrelation.

For the second-level analysis, we constructed a one-way

flexible factorial design including the images of the param-

eter estimates (betas) from the expected value [V(t)] para-

metric modulation for each reinforced condition (apple juice,

money, salty water and aversive picture), as well as a subject

factor accounting for between-subject variability. This model

allowed us to test several contrasts to identify areas in which

activity is modulated by the expected value during anticipa-

tion of the four reinforcers.

We first searched for brain regions in which the activity

would be positivelymodulated by the anticipation of the apple

juice condition (contrast C1þ) and the monetary condition

(C2þ). To investigate whether anticipation of aversive re-

inforcers modulates brain activity positively (unsigned ex-

pected value hypothesis) or negatively (signed expected value

hypothesis), we tested both possibilities with the contrasts

C3þ and C3� for the salty water condition and the contrasts

C4þ and C4� for the aversive picture condition. Conjunctions

of these contrasts were used to test for the signed expected

value hypothesis versus the unsigned expected value
hypothesis. That is, we tested for brain activities commonly

modulated by the signed expected value during the anticipa-

tion of all the reinforcers, regardless of their valence or mo-

dality, with a conjunction of the contrasts C1þ & C2þ & C3� &

C4�. Likewise, brain regions commonly modulated by the

unsigned expected value were identifiedwith a conjunction of

the contrasts C1þ & C2þ & C3þ & C4þ. All the conjunctions

were based on the conjunction null hypothesis, as imple-

mented in SPM5 (Nichols, Brett, Andersson, Wager, & Poline,

2005).

Post hoc examinations of how activity in the OFC/vmPFC

scaled with the expected value were conducted using a region

of interest (ROI) approach for each subject. First we used the

Marsbar toolbox for SPM (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) to

create a ROI made of the 9 voxels significantly activated in the

unsigned expected value conjunction analysis with a

threshold of p < .005 uncorrected. We then estimated a new

GLM in this region for each subject. This model was similar to

the main one except that the cue onsets of the trials with low,

middle and high expected value were separated in three

distinct regressors, allowing us to estimate a beta parameter

for each of these three categories, for each condition. Finally,

individual beta parameters were averaged across subjects and

plotted for each condition to illustrate the correlation between

the BOLD signal and the expected value.

2.9. Activations localization and reported statistics

Anatomic labeling of activated regions was done using the SPM

Anatomy toolbox (http://www.fz-juelich.de/inm/inm-1/DE/

Forschung/_docs/SPMAnatomyToolbox/SPMAnatomyToolbox_

node.html) and the probabilistic atlas of Hammers et al. (2003).

Reported coordinates conform to the Montreal Neurological

http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/
http://www.fz-juelich.de/inm/inm-1/DE/Forschung/_docs/SPMAnatomyToolbox/SPMAnatomyToolbox_node.html
http://www.fz-juelich.de/inm/inm-1/DE/Forschung/_docs/SPMAnatomyToolbox/SPMAnatomyToolbox_node.html
http://www.fz-juelich.de/inm/inm-1/DE/Forschung/_docs/SPMAnatomyToolbox/SPMAnatomyToolbox_node.html
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Table 2 e MNI coordinates and statistic t for regions in which the cerebral activity is modulated by the signed expected
values (EV).

Regions Laterality Nb. of voxels x y z t

a. (C3¡) Localization of activities negatively modulated by salty water EV (p < .001 unc., k � 25)

Precuneus L 120 �3 �51 75 6.66

Angular gyrus R 321 30 �60 42 5.66

Inferior occipital gyrus R 128 51 �66 �12 5.36

L 761 �42 �66 �15 5.33

Lingual gyrus R 56 6 �39 3 4.30

Superior parietal gyrus L 107 �24 �57 66 4.29

Fusiform gyrus R 25 36 �54 �12 4.16

b. (C4¡) Localization of activities negatively modulated by aversive picture EV (p < .001 unc., k � 25)

Middle occipital gyrus R 177 30 �96 0 7.21

L 188 �21 �99 3 6.32

Inferior parietal lobule L 410 �45 �45 60 5.79

Angular gyrus R 680 33 �60 48 5.60

Precentral gyrus L 55 �57 9 36 4.70

Middle frontal gyrus R 255 48 36 33 5.34

R 36 33 12 57 4.66

R 28 45 51 �3 4.03

c. Global signed EV: conjunction of C1þ & C2þ & C3¡ & C4¡ (p < .005 unc., k � 5)

None
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Institute (MNI) space. Given our specific a priori in the vmPFC, a

small volume correction (SVC) was performed in this region.

This SVC was performed with a Family Error Wise (FEW) cor-

rectedsignificance thresholdofp< .05, ina10-mmradiussphere

centered on the coordinates [x,y,z ¼ �2, 28, �18] taken from a

meta-analysis reporting a peak of activity in the vmPFC for

subjective value computation (Clithero & Rangel, 2013). For

completeness, Tables 1 and 2 list all the regions displaying an

effect with a voxel-wise significant threshold of p < .001 uncor-

rected and a cluster size �25 voxels, except for conjunction

analyses which are reported with a threshold of p < .005 un-

corrected and a cluster size �5 voxels, since conjunctions are

very conservative (Friston, Penny, & Glaser, 2005).
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

First, subjects' self reports indicated that they were drink-

deprived for an average of 12 h 24 min ± 2 h 16 min prior

to scanning, therefore respecting their instructions to be

drink-deprived for 12 h. No significant difference was

observed between the ratings of the thirst sensation per-

formed before and after scanning (before: 3.16 ± 1.01, after:

2.74 ± .99; paired t-test: t(18) ¼ �1.41, p ¼ .180), supporting

that the motivation to drink was stable over the course of the

experiment.

Second, the preference scores showed that the cues

announcing positive reinforcers (apple juice andmoney) were

preferred to those announcing negative reinforcers (salty

water and aversive picture) (F(1,19) ¼ 2684.94, p ¼ 10�6). More-

over, post-scan subjective ratings confirmed that subjects

perceived positive reinforcers as more pleasant than negative

reinforcers (F(1,19) ¼ 180.91, p ¼ 10�6).
Finally, during scanning, the percent accuracy for detect-

ing the cues was 97%, confirming that subjects paid attention

to the cues. No significant difference in the RTs was found

according to the reinforcer type at the time of the cue

(F(4,72) ¼ 2.0242, p ¼ .1; Fig 2B). In addition, the probabilities of

the association between cues and reinforcers were explicitly

learnt in a valence-incentive manner since for each of the 4

conditions having a probability of p ¼ .5, the rating of the

estimated probability that a cue led to a specific reinforcerwas

non-significantly different from .5. Moreover, for the neutral

condition (p ¼ 0), this estimated probability did not differ

from 0.
3.2. fMRI results

3.2.1. Brain activity positively modulated by the expected
value of each anticipated reinforcer
We first performed 4 whole-brain comparisons to identify

areas in which the activity is positively modulated by the ex-

pected value during the anticipation of each reinforcer: apple

juice (C1þ), monetary reward (C2þ), salty water (C3þ) and the

aversive picture (C4þ). Each of these analyses led to an acti-

vation in the mOFC/vmPFC: apple juice expected value:

[x ¼ �3, y ¼ 30, z ¼ �18], t ¼ 5.75, FWE p < .05, small-volume-

corrected; monetary expected value [x ¼ 15, y ¼ 33, z ¼ �12],

t¼ 4.09, FWE p < .05, small-volume-corrected (Fig. 3A, Table 1a

and b); salty water expected value: [x ¼ �3, y ¼ 36, z ¼ �12],

t¼ 4.56, FWE p < .05, small-volume-corrected; aversive picture

expected value: [x ¼ 3, y ¼ 42, z ¼ �18], t ¼ 4.12, FWE p < .05,

small-volume-corrected (Fig. 3B, Table 1c and d). Other foci

revealed by these four analyses are reported in Table 1a, b, c

and d respectively. Thus, the mOFC/vmPFC does not respond

in opposite fashion for cues predicting rewards and punish-

ments. Instead, both cues predicting these two types of out-

comes engaged similar mOFC/vmPFC region.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.012
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Fig. 4 e Activity in OFC is commonly modulated by the

unsigned expected value for all the reinforcers. Activation

resulting from the conjunction (logical AND) of the positive

correlation between the expected value and the mOFC/

vmPFC activity for the four conditions. Color bars represent

t values. Plots illustrate the positive correlation between

c o r t e x 6 3 ( 2 0 1 5 ) 4 2e5 4 49
3.2.2. Brain activity negatively modulated by the expected
value during the anticipation of the aversive reinforcers
In the same way, two whole-brain comparisons allowed us to

identify areas in which the activity is negativelymodulated by

the expected value during the anticipation of the salty water

(C3�) and the aversive picture (C4�). These analyses revealed

activities mainly in the parietal and the occipital lobes, among

other regions (see Table 2a and b).

3.2.3. Brain activities commonly modulated by the unsigned
expected value for all the reinforcers
We identified the brain activities commonlymodulated by the

unsigned expected values during the anticipation of all the

reinforcers, regardless of their valence or modality, with a

conjunction of the contrasts C1þ & C2þ & C3þ & C4þ. This

analysis revealed that the mOFC/vmPFC is commonly acti-

vated by the unsigned expected value for all types of re-

inforcers ([x ¼ �3, y ¼ 36, z ¼ �18], t ¼ 3.26, k ¼ 9, with p < .005

uncorrected) (Fig. 4 upper part). This analysis survived the

FWE p < .05 small volume correction within a 10-mm radius

sphere centered on [x ¼ �2, y ¼ 28, z ¼ �18]. To illustrate this

effect, we used a ROI approach in the mOFC/vmPFC cluster

revealed by this conjunction analysis, in which we estimated

a new model with three distinct regressors for the trials with
Fig. 3 e Activity in OFC is positively modulated by the

expected value for each reinforcer. (A) The activity of the

mOFC/vmPFC is positively modulated by the expected

value V(t) during anticipation of apple juice (yellow) and

money (blue). The overlap between these two conditions is

represented in green. The statistical maps of the two

conditions were thresholded at p < .001, uncorrected with

a cluster size ≥25 voxels. (B) The activity of the mOFC/

vmPFC is positively modulated by the expected value V(t)

during anticipation of salty water (light green) and of

aversive pictures (red). The overlap between these two

conditions is represented in yellow. For illustration, the

statistical maps of the two conditions were thresholded at

p < .001, uncorrected with a cluster size ≥25 voxels.

the BOLD signal and the unsigned expected value for each

condition. A new model separating the cues onset of the

trials with a low, middle and high expected value was used

to estimate the parameter estimate (beta) for each of these

three categories. This model was estimated in the mOFC/

vmPFC region identified by the unsigned expected value

conjunction analysis (p < .005 unc.) for each subject and

the betas were then averaged across subjects. Error bars

indicate SEM.
low, middle and high expected value for each subject. As ex-

pected, the plot of the averaged beta parameters across sub-

ject showed that the higher the expected value, the higher the

BOLD signal is for each condition (Fig. 4, lower part). No other

area of the brain showed significant correlations in the whole

brain conjunction analysis at p < .005 uncorrected (Table 1e).

Together, these results provide evidence for a common rep-

resentation of the expected value in the mOFC/vmPFC, which

was not found anywhere else in the brain.

3.2.4. Brain activities commonly modulated by the signed
expected value for all the reinforcers
To test for the signed expected value hypothesis, we per-

formed the conjunction of the contrasts C1þ & C2þ & C3� &

C4�. Even at the very liberal uncorrected threshold of p < .1,

there were no significant voxels activated by this conjunction

(Table 2c).
4. Discussion

This study used a model-based fMRI approach to show that

the mOFC/vmPFC encodes a general expected value signal for

different types of appetitive and aversive reinforcers during

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.012
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Pavlovian learning. One important implication of our

observed positive correlation between mOFC/vmPFC activity

and expected value signal regardless of outcome valence is

that it did not encode the signed value of outcomes. Instead,

our data indicate that this brain region is responding posi-

tively to the predictiveness of an outcome independently of its

valence. This finding extends reports from discrimination

learning tasks, showing that neurons in the rat OFC initially

fire in response to either the rewarding reinforcer or the

aversive reinforce (Schoenbaum et al., 2009). After a number

of trials, these neurons fire in anticipation of the reinforcer

and then fire in response to cues that predict the reinforcer.

Interestingly, recent monkey single neurons recordings re-

ported regionally distinct vmPFC for processing rewards and

punishments (Monosov & Hikosaka, 2012). These previous

findings are not necessarily contradictory with our current

results because, given the spatial limitation of fMRI, we

cannot rule out the possibility that the mOFC/vmPFC region

we identified contains neurons that encode separately for the

expected value of appetitive and aversive cues. In fact, the

mOFC/vmPFC activity we observed with the unsigned ex-

pected value signal for different types of rewards and pun-

ishments is likely to result from distributed populations of

neurons with different tuning properties. Indeed, positive and

negative value coding neurons, respectively increasing and

decreasing their firing rates with increasing value, coexist in

the OFC (Kennerley, Dahmubed, Lara, & Wallis, 2009;

Kobayashi, Pinto de Carvalho, & Schultz, 2010; Morrison &

Salzman, 2009; Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006). fMRI studies

using multivariate pattern classification analyses (MVPA) can

now be used to interpret overlapping functional activations

from independent contrasts and distinguish between a

common-coding interpretatione a shared region is thought to

contain neurons that are engaged in a common computa-

tional process e from a functional independence interpreta-

tion e two overlapping but functionally independent neural

populations are thought to be engaged within the common

region e (Peelen & Downing, 2007). Future fMRI experiments

designed for MVPA should help to test whether the vmPFC

activation reflects shared neural processing for expected

value of appetitive and aversive cues.

In the current study, we observed mOFC/vmPFC activity

during the anticipatory period responding to the predictive-

ness of an outcome independently of its valence. Such mOFC/

vmPFC activity may reflect a signal encoding acquired

salience, increasing with learning of a partially rewarded or

punished cue and being similar for different valence and

different types of outcomes (Ogawa et al., 2013). At the time of

outcome, we previously searched for brain response corre-

lating with a salient prediction error for appetitive and aver-

sive reinforcers, that is, for the set of brain regions showing

high BOLD signal when both rewards and punishments are

delivered and low BOLD signal for their omission (Metereau &

Dreher, 2013). This brain network encompassed the striatum,

anterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex for appetitive

and aversive juice. However, no vmPFC activity was observed

with the salient prediction error, potentially reflecting the fact

that learning of the stimuli-outcome associations could not be

fully established since the cue-outcome association had

maximal uncertainty (reinforcer probability ¼ .5). Confirming
this hypothesis, a number of previous fMRI studies investi-

gating anticipatory and experienced value signals reported

vmPFC activity in both phases when no stimulus-outcome

learning was required (in these studies the cue indicated

explicitly the reward probability) (Kahnt, Heinzle, Park, &

Haynes, 2010; Sescousse et al., 2010; Sescousse, Caldú et al.,

2013; Sescousse, Barbalat, Domenech, & Dreher, 2013;

Sescousse, Li, & Dreher, 2014). Another fMRI study recently

reported that such similarity between vmPFC patterns for the

reward value of predicted and actual outcomes was also pre-

sent after, but not before, learning cue-outcome associations

with 100% contingency, further suggesting that the repre-

sentations of predicted and actual outcomes become similar

during learning (Kahnt, Heinzle, Park, & Haynes, 2011).

Only a few previous fMRI studies investigated anticipatory

signals, and rarely combined model-based fMRI approach of

anticipatory value signals and investigation of different types

of rewards and punishments (Jensen et al., 2003, 2007; Kim

et al., 2010; O'Doherty et al., 2002). A partially overlapping

response for the expectation of apple juice and monetary re-

wards was recently found in the vmPFC (Kim et al., 2010).

However, this study did not report vmPFC activity during

anticipation of aversive reinforcers (i.e., monetary loss and

salty tea). Yet, our results are difficult to compare with those

of this previous study, because it did not investigate whether

the vmPFC codes an unsigned expected value signal. More-

over, this previous study did not model the cue-outcome

learning process and the same types of cues (specific

shapes) were always associated (outcome probability¼ 1) with

the same outcomes, while in the current design learning was

maximal (outcome probability ¼ .5).

The view that the mOFC/vmPFC codes a general unsigned

expected value signal for both appetitive and aversive re-

inforcers is consistent with direct electrophysiological re-

cordings showing that neurons in macaque OFC respond to

both a predicting stimulus of an electrical shock and a reward-

predicting stimulus (Hosokawa et al., 2007). Neurons in the

OFC also code relative preference of both reward and aversive

outcomes (Hosokawa et al., 2007; Morrison & Salzman, 2009;

Schoenbaum et al., 2009) and a cardinal-like valuation scale

(Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006, 2008). Moreover, rodent's OFC

recordings indicate that this brain region tends to anticipate

the event instead of being triggered by it (Schoenbaum et al.,

2011) and monkey electrophysiological studies demonstrated

that vmPFC/mOFC neuronal activity is modulated by factors

that determine reward's value, such as satiety levels and the

animals' motivational state (Bouret & Richmond, 2010). All

these studies point to a general (appetitive and aversive) ex-

pected outcome signal of the vmPFC during outcome

anticipation.

Anticipatory firing of expected rewards has also been

observed in other areas, such as midbrain dopaminergic

neurons (Fiorillo, Tobler, & Schultz, 2003), but recent electro-

physiological findings indicate that they may occur first in the

OFC and be sent to dopaminergic neurons afterward

(Takahashi et al., 2011). Thus, the anticipatory outcome signal

of the mOFC may be a key signal for midbrain dopamine

neurons, which encode not only a reward prediction error

(Schultz, 1998), but also a salient prediction error signal

responding positively to both appetitive and aversive stimuli

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.012
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(Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2009; Bromberg-Martin, Matsumoto,

& Hikosaka, 2010). In turn, these two midbrain dopamine

signals may be important for encoding the unsigned expected

value signal in the vmPFC and may contribute to the learning

of both aversive and appetitive cue-outcomes associations.

Our current results are in contrast with two fMRI studies

investigating goal value or outcome value signals (Plassmann

et al., 2010; Tom et al., 2007), which reported a signed value

signal in the mOFC (i.e., positive correlation of the activity

with appetitive outcomes and negative correlation with

negative outcomes). One reason for this apparent discrepancy

is that the goal value and outcome value signals investigated

in these previous studies require distinct neural computations

than the expected value signal from the current study.

Another reason is that monetary loss and placing bids may

not engage an anticipatory salient signal for aversive out-

comes in the same way than a physical punishment, such as

an aversive juice really experienced in the scanner.

Aversive reinforcers, such asmonetary losses, unattractive

faces and aversive odors have sometimes been found to elicit

activity in the lateral OFC (Elliott, Agnew, & Deakin, 2010; Liu

et al., 2007; O'Doherty, Kringelbach, Rolls, Hornak, &

Andrews, 2001; Ursu & Carter, 2005). Yet, these results have

mostly been reported at the time of outcome and not during

anticipation of the reinforcers. For instance, O'Doherty,

Critchley, Deichmann, and Dolan (2003) found that lateral

OFC was engaged after detection of contingency changes after

a monetary loss rather than by a monetary loss per se. In the

same line of research, Elliott et al. (2010) recently reported that

a right lateral OFC region responding to punishment also

responded to cues for behavioral change whereas a more

ventral and anterior bilateral OFC region responded to cues for

behavioral maintenance. These fMRI results support the view

that punishments and shift cues are associated with a similar

right lateral OFC region, suggesting a connection between

emotional response to negative reinforcement and use of

negative information to cue behavioral change. However, a

number of fMRI studies found no evidence of a medio-lateral

OFC dissociation between appetitive and aversive reinforcers

for outcome or decision value signals (Breiter, Aharon,

Kahneman, Dale, & Shizgal, 2001; Noonan, Mars, &

Rushworth, 2011; Tom et al., 2007).

Most of previous fMRI studies using classical conditioning

paradigms have focused either on prediction error-related

activity (D'Ardenne, McClure, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2008;

Menon et al., 2007; Metereau & Dreher, 2013; McClure et al.,

2003; O'Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & Dolan, 2003;

O'Doherty et al., 2004; Seymour et al., 2004; Tobler,

O'doherty, Dolan, & Schultz, 2006) or on outcome-related ac-

tivity (Francis et al., 1999; O'Doherty, Rolls, Francis, Bowtell, &

McGlone, 2001; Sescousse et al., 2010; Small et al., 1999; Zald,

Lee, Fluegel, & Pardo, 1998). These fMRI studies often re-

ported ventral striatal activity to prediction error and/or to

salient prediction error (i.e., responding positively to both

appetitive and aversive reinforcers) (D'Ardenne et al., 2008;

McClure et al., 2003; Menon et al., 2007; Metereau & Dreher,

2013; O'Doherty, Dayan, et al., 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2004;

Sescousse et al., 2010; Tobler et al., 2006) and mOFC/vmPFC

activity at the time of rewarded outcome (experienced value)

relative to either neutral or negative outcomes (Elliott et al.,
2010; Sescousse et al., 2010). Indeed, the mOFC/vmPFC

carries information regarding the outcome value of rewards,

responding to the reception of a number of rewards regardless

of their types, while the anterior and posterior parts of the

lateral OFC are differentially recruited for different reward

types (Sescousse et al., 2010, Sescousse, Caldú, et al., 2013).

That is, the anterior part of the lateral OFC is more engaged

with secondary rewards while the posterior lateral OFC is

more engaged with primary rewards. This anterior-posterior

lateral OFC dissociation has recently been confirmed for

different primary rewards in a large quantitative meta-

analysis of neuroimaging studies (Sescousse, Caldú, et al.,

2013).

Our current results suggest that encoding a general ex-

pected value signal in themOFC/vmPFCmay preside encoding

of value signals computed subsequently, such as outcome

value and decision value signals. This may explain why this

brain region is engaged in a variety of situations, such as

during the anticipatory period between a cue and reinforcer in

Pavlovian conditioning, at the time of outcome or during de-

cision making. This may also explain why the value of many

different categories of primary and secondary reinforcers-

money, sexual images, food and nonfood consumables-

received after making different types of response or after

choosing between visual stimuli, all appear to be represented

in the mOFC/vmPFC (Behrens, Hunt, Woolrich, & Rushworth,

2008; Chib, Rangel, Shimojo, & O'Doherty, 2009; Gl€ascher,

Hampton, & O'Doherty, 2009; Hare, O'Doherty, Camerer,

Schultz, & Rangel, 2008; Hare, Schultz, Camerer, O'Doherty,

& Rangel, 2011; Lim, O'Doherty, & Rangel, 2011; Lin, Adolphs,

& Rangel, 2012; Litt, Plassmann, Shiv, & Rangel, 2011;

Noonan et al., 2011; Plassmann et al., 2010, 2007; Prevost

et al., 2010; Sescousse et al., 2010, 2014; Tanaka et al., 2004;

Wunderlich, Rangel, & O'Doherty, 2010).

A remaining question relates to the comparative nature of

the mOFC/vmPFC signal and its relationship to the process of

making a decision. This value comparison function is

compatible with the expected value signal from the mOFC/

vmPFC reported in the current study. Indeed, the vmPFC may

integrate information from other brain regions into a value

signal computing a difference-based comparator operation

(Basten, Biele, Heekeren, & Fiebach, 2010) or a sum of the

stimulus values (Hare et al., 2011). The mOFC/vmPFC signal

may reflect the difference in value between the choice that is

taken and the choice that is rejected (Boorman & Rushworth,

2009; FitzGerald, Seymour, & Dolan, 2009), both when the

choices are made between stimuli indicating the probability

and magnitude of money that might be won or when they are

made between bundles of consumer items. Further studies

will need to address whether economic choices are imple-

mented in the human brain as a two-stage process in which

the mOFC/vmPFC decision value signal drives a sequential

sampling decision process implemented somewhere else in

the brain.

Our study reveals the contributions of the mOFC/vmPFC in

the computations underlying Pavlovian learning of different

types of rewards and punishments. Our observed mOFC/

vmPFC activity coding positively an expected value signal for

both positive and aversive reinforcers bridges the gap between

the appetitive and aversive conditioning literatures (Jensen

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.012
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et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2010; Menon et al., 2007; Sarinopoulos

et al., 2010; Seymour et al., 2004). In conclusion, our findings

advance our understanding of the neurobiological mecha-

nisms underlying the ability to anticipate different types of

rewards or punishments. Our model-based fMRI approach

pinpoint the role of the mOFC/vmPFC in encoding a general

unsigned expected value signal, regardless of valence and

type of reinforcers (gustatory, visual, monetary). It finally

provides direct empirical evidence for formal learning the-

ories that posit a critical role for the expected value signal

during Pavlovian conditioning in humans.
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